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A REVIEW OF TIME-DEPENDENT FATIGUE BEHAVIOR AND LIFE PREDICTION FOR
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by
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and
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ABSTRACT

Available data on creep-fatigue life and fracture
behavior of 2V*4Cr-lMo steel are reviewed. Whereas creep-fatigue
Interaction is important for Type 304 stainless steel,
oxidation effects appear to dominate the time-dependent fatigue
behavior of 2V4Cr-lMo steel. Four of the currently available
predictive methods — the Linear Damage Rule, Frequency
Separation Equation, Strain Range Partitioning Equation, and
Damage Rate Equation — are evaluated for their predictive
capability. Variations in the parameters for the various
predictive methods with temperature, heat of tiaterlal, heat
treatment, and environment are investigated. Relative trends
in the lives predicted by the various methods as functions of
test duration, waveshape, etc. are discussed. The predictive
methods will need modification in order' to account for
oxidation and aging effects in the 2l/4Cr-lMo steel. Future
tests that will emphasize the difference between the various
predictive methods are proposed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Design methods for eleva*- j-temperature environments, such as in a
in a Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR), must protect against failure of
structural members due to interaction between the environment and creep-
fatigue processes. Both Type 304 austenitic stainless steel and 2V4Cr-lMo
steel are potential structural materials for use in the U.S. LMFBR program.
At elevated temperatures, these two aaterials display quite different fracture
behavior when subjected 'M similar cyclic loading. Thus, although fatigue
failure of Type 304 stainless steel under tensile hold in all environments
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shows evidence of classical creep-fatigue interaction, fatigue failure of
25sCr-lMo steel in air appears to be dominated by environmental effects. In
order to predict elevated-temperature fatigue lives accurately, it is essential
that dominant damage mechanisms be. incorporated into the predictive methods,
particularly where extrapolation of an existing data base is necessary. Al-
though the trend in the recent yast has been towards formulating universal
damage laws that are applicable to all materials, it may be necessary in the
future to devise material-specific damaga laws that take into account the
characteristic damage mechanisms which operate in a material (or a class of
materials) when cycled in a given environment. The present report presents
available data and critically reviews some of the currently available life-
predictive methods insofar as they are applicable to 2V4Cr-lMo steel.

The Linear Damage Rule,1 which is the basis of the current procedure
for computing creep-fatigue life in ASME Code Case N-47, was devised to provide
a conservative representation of the limited tensile-hold creep-fatigue data on
materials (predominantly austenitic stainless steels) that fracture intergran-
ularly at elevated temperature. The applicability of the Linear Damage Rule*
to compute the life of materials whose fracture is controlled by environmental
effects is questionable. For example, the Linear Damage Rule cannot account
for the fact that for 2!jCr~lMo steel, compressive hold is more damaging than
tensile hold when tests are conducted at low strain ranges at elevated temper-
atures in air. To be fair, the Linear Damage Rule was never intended by its
proponents to apply in the case of compressive hold, but the ASME code
developers nonetheless recommended its use in design with the provision that
compressive holds and tensile holds be treated as equally damaging. This
generally results in a conservative design because, in all materials that fail
by classical creep-fatigue interaction, compressive- or symmetrical-hold cycles
are always much less damaging than an equal-length tensile hold-time cycle.
However, for low-strain-range tests of a material like 2JjCr--lMo steel in an
elevated-temperature air environment, compressive holds are more damaging than
tensile holds, and symmetrical holds are even more damaging than compressive hold.

In order to emphasize the importance of environment in elevated-
temperature fatigue, Coffin proposed the Frequency Modified Life Equation.^
The basic thesis of his approach was that life for a given plastic strain range
was determined by the frequency of loading and was independent of loading wave-
shape. It was claimed that all frequency effects would disappear if tests were
conducted in vacuum at elevated temperature. Time-dependent fatigue damage was
therefore attributed entirely to environment. With further testing, particularly
of the austenitic stainless steels, it became evident that waveshape, in addition
to frequency, was important in determining life3'^ and that waveshape efiects
exist even in high vacuum. In order to account for the waveshape effect,
Coffin proposed the Frequency Separation Equation,^ which retained the overall
frequency of cycling as a principal parameter, but also introduced a correction
factor which depended on the "tensile-going" and "compressive-going" frequencies.

The importance of waveshape on creep-fatigue damage was recognized by
Manson et al.3, who proposed the Strain-Range Partitioning (SRP) Equations

*The ASME code procedure based on the Linear Damage Rule includes large factors
of safety and gives conservative life predictions. In this report the Linear
Damage Rule is used without the safety factors.



for computing creep-fatigue life. In this approach, the total inelastic
strain is divided into a plastic and a creep component. The creep strain is
defined by subtracting from the total inelastic strain the inelastic strain
that would occur if the specimen were loaded at a very fast (but undefined)
strain rate. The total inelastic strain range in a cycle is then partitioned
among four possible types of stress-strain loops which are based on various
combinations of plastic arid creep strain ranges. These four waveshapes are
assumed to cause four independent and basic types of damage in each material.
No strain-rate information is used directly in the SRP method. In effect,
the method assumes that dairage is entirely due to creep if straining occurs
very "slowly",, and that the damage then depends only on the total creep strain
accumulated but not on the rate at which it is accumulated. Each partitioned
strain-range component is related to a corresponding partitioned life.
Originally, a Linear Damage Rule was used to compute the predicted life from
the partitioned lives. Later, the Linear Damage Rule was replaced by an
Interaction Damage Rule.5 As mentioned earlier, a primary assumption in this
approach is that damage due to any component of inelastic strain range is
dependent only on its type and magnitude but not on its rate. Although this
assumption is not severely limiting for tesu- vlth short hold times, the
deleterious effects of slow strain rates become evident in tests with longer
hold tiroes. io account for the embrittling effects due to long-term exposure,
Halford et al. proposed the ductility-normalized SRP Equations. The method
was restricted to trapezoidal waveshapes and was unable to handle sawtooth
waveforms. In order to analyze waveforms such as "slow-fast" or "fast-slow",
Manson et al. recommended the use of time integration of the calculated
steady-state creep rate corresponding to each stress level during the stress
time cycle for evaluating the "creep" component of inelastic strain. Be-
cause of the added complication, however, the general use of this method con-
tinues to be based on the earlier procedure as laid out in Ref. 5.

The Damage Rate method^ developed at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)
was originally motivated by the observation that the creep strains accumulated
in Type 304 stainless steel during tensile-hold cyclic relaxation tests were
more damaging than those accumulated in cyclic creep tests. This observation
indicated that the slower creep rates present in the cyclic relaxation tests
somehow produced more damage than the faster creep rates present in cyclic
creep tests. In order to take into account the effect of strain rate, the
Damage Rate Equation was proposed as a single crack growth rate equation
expressed in terms of the current plastic strain and strain rate. No attempt
was made to separate the inelastic strain into time-independent and time-
dependent components. The original equation was similar in form to one pro-
posed by Solomon , who used frequency rather than plastic strain rate as a
principal loading parameter. By integrating the Damage Rate Equation with
respect to time for symmetrical continuous cycling, it was possible to de-
rive the Frequency Modified Life Equation. However, in contrast to the
procedure followed by Solomon, *" the varying plastic strain rate that occurs
during a hold-time test is taken into account in the Damage Rate approach.
Although the newly formulated Damage Rate Equation was successful in pre-
dicting tensile hold lives for a number of austenitic alloys, it soon be-
came apparent that this equation was unable to explain the observation that
a symmetrical hold is less damaging in these materials. Observation of the
fracture surface of fatigue specimens of Type 304 stainless steel showed



evidence of grain-boundary cavitation and intergranular crack growth for the
tensile-hold case but, as in the continuous-cycling case, fracture was trans-
granular for the symmetrical-hold tests. This suggested strongly that a
"healing" of the grain-boundary cavities occurred during compressive hold. .
As a result, the single crack growth rate equation was replaced by two in-
dependent equations — one for the crack growth, as before, and the other for
grain-boundary cavities — with the provision that the cavities would grow
under a tensile stress and shrink under a corapressive stress.12. xhe new
Damage Rate Equations were able to predict the lives and fracture mode for
tests with various wave shapes. •* Tests on Type 304 stainless steel were
subsequently conducted to explore the effects of prior tensile-hold cycles on
the crack growth rate during subsequent compressive hold or continuous cycles.
These tests clearly showed that the crack growth rate could be accelerated
in the presence of grain-boundary cavities. In other words, the assumption
that the crack growth rate in Type 304 stainless steel is independent of
cavities was not supported by crack growth data. To rectify this situation,
an interactive Damage Rate Equation was proposed which would take into
account the accelerating effects of grain-boundary cavities on the crack
growth rate.14'15

The present report includes a description of the available U.S.
titne-dependent fatigue data for 2V4Cr-lMo steel specimens, and attempt? to
evalute the ability of each of the aforementioned predictive methods to
correlate the available failure data on a rational basis. An earlier
interpretative report on life-predictive methods 16 was written jointly by a
group of authors which included two of the developers of the predictive
methods available at that time. In that report each author analyzed a
different set of data by his method, and consequently it was difficult to
compare the predictive capabilities of the various methods in an objective
manner. Although each predictive method requires a slightly different set
of data to derive the life-predictive parameters, care has been taken in
the present report to ensure, as far as is practicable, that the parameters
for the various methods are derived from the same set of data. The
predictive capability of the various methods are then examined by com-
paring predicted and observed lives for two classes of tests.
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c II. LIFE-PREDICTIVE METHODS

The life-predictive methods considered in this report are the
Linear Damage Rule, Frequency Separation Equation, SRP Equations and Damage
Rate Equations. A brief description of each method is given in this section.

A. Linear Damage Rule

The Linear Damage Rule ' is truly a predictive method in the sense
that use of this rule requires no hold-time fatigue data. The data base
necessary for computation of life consists of nonotonic stress-rupture lives
and continuous-cycling fatigue lives. The number of cycles to failure, N f,
for a hold-time fatigue cycle is given by

fo
+ N / -^v^ - 1 (1)

where

N f = cycles to failure in the absence of hold time

t_(a) = time to stress rupture at a stress o during
hold time t, •

Although the relevance of tensile creep rupture to the damage during com-
pressive creep is questionable, following the procedure in the ASME Code
Case :V-47, compressive hold and tensile hold are assumed to be equally
damaging. Equation (1) is called the Linear Time-fraction Damage Rule
because the creep damage is based on the time to creep rupture. An alterna-
tive to Eq. (2) is the Linear Strain-fraction Damage Rule, which is given
by

fo /
Ae

(2)

where

ef(o) • creep ductility at stress a during hold

de » increment of creep strain during hold

Ae * creep strain accumulated during each hold cycle.



Both the time-fraction and strain-fraction Linear Damage Rules consider
either directly or indirectly the adverse effects of loss of ductility at
low stress (or strain rates) during hold, but cannot distinguish between
different waveshapes such as tensile, compressive, or symmetrical hold.
Since the procedure in ASME Code Case N-47 is based on the Linear Time-
fraction Damage Rule, most of the Linear Damage Rule predictions in the
present report are based on the time-fraction rule.

B. Frequency Separation Equation . '

2
This method, originally proposed by Coffin as the Frequency Modi-

fied Life Equation, was designed to take into account the effect of frequency
on fatigue life:

where

v = frequency of loading '

Ae. = cyclic inelastic strain range

C2>g,k = material parameters (in a given environment).

It was originally proposed that all frequency effects would disappear (i.e.,
k = 1) if tests were conducted in vacuum; in this case, all data when plot-
ted in terms of Ae^n versus Nf would collapse onto a single line independent
of frequency, temperature, waveshape, etc.

With further testing it became evident that for certain materials
(such as austenitic stainless steel), waveshape effects are important even
in high vacuum.* In order to incorporate waveshape effects, Eq. (3) was
modified to the Frequency Separation Equation.*

-•ten --(*)•
where

v = tension-going frequency

v = compression-going frequency

v " 1/v + 1/v = frequency of cycling
t c

c - material parameter.



Notice that Eq. (4) reduces to Eq. (3) for symmetrical cycling. Equation
(4) predicts that there is no saturation effect on life if, for example,
tensile hold time per cycle is increased (or frequency decreased) indefin-
itely. Another characteristic of Eq. (4) is that although it distinguishes
between cycles with tensile imbalance (e.g., tensile hold or slow-fast) and
compressive imbalance (e.g., compressive hold or fast-slow), it averages
out the details of the loading waveform. For example, Eq. (4) treats all
tensile hold cycles of a given duration to be equally damaging, irrespective
of where in the tension-going half of the cycle the hold time is imposed.
Recent tests at ANL and Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) have shown that
this is not the case for eithar Type 304 stainless steel18 or 2!jCr-lMo
steel.19

C. Strain-Range Partitioning Equation

Strain Range Partitioning (SRP) Equations were proposed by Manson
et al.3 to take into account the effects of waveshapes on creep-fatigue
lives. The total inelastic strain range, Ac^n, in the cycle is divided into
four components.:

Ae = inelastic strain range where tensile creep is followed
c p by compressive plasticity

Ae = inelastic strain range where tensile plasticity is
followed by compressive creep

Ae - inelastic strain range where tensile creep is
followed by compressive creep

Ae - inelastic strain range where tensile plasticity
" is followed by compressive plasticity.

In any cycle, a maximum of three of the above four components may be.
present such that

Ae. = Ae + Ae + Ae (or Ae ) . (5)
in • pp cc cp pc v '

Note that in Eq. (5), plastic strain and creep strain are not precisely
defined. ' These concepts are tied to the classical treatment of the con-
stitutive equation where the total inelastic strain is arbitrarily divided
into plastic (short-term rate-independent) and creep (long-term rate-depen-
dent) components. At elevated temperature, in contrast to room temperature,
a given inelastic strain range du<" to "creep" (or slow strain rate) is found
to be much more damaging than an identical inelastic strain range due to
"plasticity" (or fast strain rate). But how "creepy" or "plastic" a given
inelastic strain range is for a given material depends not only on the strain
rate but also on the temperature and environment. Instead of treating the
damage due to inelastic strain range in a given environment as a function
of the temperature-strain rate (or time) continuum, the SRP method effec-
tively divides the temperature-strain rate (or time) continuum into two
extreme limits, namely, "plastic" (e • ») and "creep" (e * 0). As a result,
the strain rate by itself does not enter into the SRP method. For a given



inelastic strain range, each waveshape (i.e., cp, pc, pp, or cc> is assumed
to result in a characteristic and basic damage in the material represented
by the cycles Ncp, N p c, N p p, or N c c, each of which may be (but is not
necessarily) represented by a power function. Originally the partitioned
cycles Ncp, N p c 5 N p p, and N c c were considered to be unique functions of the
respective partitioned inelastic strain ranges Aecp, Ae , Ae , and Aecc

but independent of &t±n. The predicted number of cycles to failure was then
given by the linear damage equation,^ i.e.,

(6)
pp cc cp

It was subsequently proposed that the partitioned cycles are unique functions
of the total inelastic strain range in a cycle, and that the number of cycles
to failure is given by the interaction damage equation,-*

where

1
Nf

FPP

Fcc

%

F
Pc

F F
- JEE + cc j
N N
pp cc

A.
^ PP

Ae
cc

" & e i n

= A£in

Ae

F
N

!EC\o r ^ | . <7)
cp \

(8)

Although the SRP method implicitly assumes that the various partitioned
life equations, as functions of the inelastic strain range, are unique so
that they must be the same whether derived from cyclic creep or cyclic
relaxation tests, it has been observed both for Type 304 stainless steel^
and for 2'-sCr-lMo steel1^ that the N , (or N c c) values obtained from cyclic
creep tests are almost always larger than those from cyclic relaxation
tests. The primary reason for this observation is the fact that the creep
strain rates in a cyclic creep test are relatively larger and therefore less
damaging than in a cyclic relaxation test. A more quantitative demonstra-
tion of this fact can be given by using the damage-rate equations which will
be discussed in the next section. This deficiency in the SRP equation can
be alleviated for hold-time fatigue tests by invoicing the ductility-normal-
ized SRP Equation'', according to which



where

c, = creep ductility of a specimen in a monotonic creep-
rupture test that lasts as long as the hold-time
fatigue test.

Although this approach accounts for the deleterious effects of long hold-
time fatigue cycles where the same waveshape persists all through life, it
grossly underestimates the life under other loading conditions, such as
the loading of a specimen which undergoes a few large strain-fatigue cycles
but which otherwise spends most of its life at a low stress. In other words,
the ductility-normalized SRP Equation considers the deleterious effect of a
long hold time purely as an aging phenomenon and not as a combined stress-
time or strain-rate effect. Although very long-term aging data are not
available, aging of Type 304 stainless steel for 1000-5000 h at 1000-1200°F
improves rather than degrades both creep ductility (see Sec. IIIB) at a given
rupture time and creep-fatigue life at a given tensile hold time (see
Appendix) relative to those of unaged specimens. The deleterious effect
of long hold times cannot, therefore, be explained solely as an aging pheno-
menon but must be due to a combined effect of stress and time (or strain
rate).

Finally, the assumption of four basic independent damage mechanisms
in all materials is not borne out by observation of the fractured surfaces
of failed specimens. For example, Type 304 stainless steel sustains damage
in the form of either a transgranularly growing crack or grain-boundary wedge
cracks or cavities. No other type of damage has so far been uncovered.
In fact, one cannot distinguish among pc-, pp- and cc-type loadings of Type
304 stainless steel by a visual observation of the fractured surfaces be-
cause they all exhibit similar striations.

D. Damage Rate Equations

Thra Damage Rate Equation was originally motivated by Diercks's
observation, made while analyzing creep-fatigue data for Type 304 stainless
steel by the SRP method, that the N c p cycles obtained from cyclic creep
tests were consistently larger than those from cyclic relaxation tests. The
test results suggested that the faster strain rates in a cyclic creep test
were less damaging than the relatively slower strain rates in a cyclic re-
laxation test. In order to take the effect of strain rate into account,
Majumdar and Maiya° proposed a single Damage Rate Equation,

adt W
where
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a = current crack length

£ ,e = current total inelastic strain as measured from last
p p reversal and strain rate, respectively

T,C,m,k = material parameters.

It was proposed that the material parameters depended on whether the crack
growth was transgranular or intergranular, such that their values changed
as step functions when the strain rate crossed a characteristic value at a
given temperature demarking transgranular from intergranular crack growth.
It was assumed that cracks of initial length aQ exist in the specimen and
that the "failure" of the specimen occurs when the final crack size reaches
a^. For example, for symmetrical continuous cycling at zero mean stress
and at a given strain rate, Eq. (9) may be integrated to give

Nf =

where
T j. r> I af

(11)

Ae. = total inelastic strain range

E = plastic strain rate of cycling.

Equation (10) is reducible to Coffin's Frequency Modified Life Equation (3)
if the strain rate is replaced by the appropriate frequency. Equation (9)
is also useful in showing why the linear damage rule [Eq. (6)] of SRP is
not appropriate, and it directly suggests the validity of the interaction
damage rule [Eq. (7)]. To show this, consider the cyclic creep (cp) loading
case and assume the creep rate during hold (at constant stress a) to be a
constant given by

cc = Po
p (12)

so that the creep strain, Ae , accumulated during the hold time t, is

Aecp = £c Ch ; '

and assume the stress o to be related to the total inelastic strain range by

o = Q(<^ i n)
q • U3)

Integrating Eq. (9) for this case, the number of cycles to failure is given
by
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2A
m + 1

k -1
CT(PQ)

m+l+pq(kc-l)
(14)

where

T/ln(af/a ) and e
during cycling. *

is the average plastic strain rate

Note that if the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (14) is identified
as 1/Npp and the second terra by 1/NC_, then in contradiction to the assump-
tion in the linear damage rule [Eq. ?6)], N does not work out to be a
unique function of Ae c p because it also depends on Aein. On the other hand,
Eq. (14) naturally suggests the interaction damage rule [Eq. (7)] if one
recognizes that usually Fpp % 1 and identifies N by the relationship

cp

k -1 m+l+pq(k -1)

C C (15)

which is uniquely determined by Ae^n. Note that Eq. (15) turns out to be a
power law because power laws are assumed in Eq. (12) and Eq. (13). If
these latter two equations are replaced by any other functional form, the
functional dependence of Nc_ on Aein

 w i H be different from that given in
Eq. (15) and may not be a power function. In any case, from the viewpoint
of the Damage Rate Equation, the interactive damage rule [Eq. (7)] is
appropriate for the cyclic creep loading. On the other hand, if one con-
siders cyclic-relaxation loading (e.g., cp loading) and assumes that stress
relaxation is governed by the power law Eq. (12) and Ae = I
then integration of the Damage Rate Equation gives

2A ,m+l • k-1 CTP m+l+q(l-p+pk ) l-p-h?k

- p

1 -
E Ac

1 -
Q Ac

1-P+Pk

(16)

As in the cyclic creep case, if the interaction damage rule is Co work, then
N should be defined by the following:
cp
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CTP
k -1
c

N
cp - P

m+l+q(l-p+pk ) 1-p+pk
^ C Q C 1 -

E Ac

xn

1-p+pk^

(17)

This shows that contrary to the assumption made in the SRP method, N is
not a unique function of Ae^n but also depends on Ae c p. Equation (17) gives
a smaller numerical value for N than Eq. (15) (for a given Aein)» which
is in agreement with the experimental observation of Diercks. The Damage
Rate Equation, therefore, predicts that N curves derived from cyclic re-
laxation tests should not be a unique function of ACj n but should also de-
pend on Ae or, alternatively, on the duration of hold time. Experimental
evidence for this prediction exists and will be discussed in a later chapter.
Note that the key to the success of the SRP method in the cyclic creep case,
but not in the cyclic relaxation case, is the face that the plastic strain
rate during hold is relatively constant in the former case but not in the
latter.

Although Eq. (9) is quite powerful in the sense that both the
Frequency Modified Life Equation and the interaction damage rule for the SRP
method can be derived from it, it has one important drawback,i.e., it cannot
account for the relatively minor damage caused by a symmetrical-hold t«st
in Type 304 stainless steel. Examination of fracture surfaces of test speci-
mens of Type 304 stainless steel shows two main types of damage. Specimens
that are tested under compressive-hold or symmetrical-loading cycles (e.g.,
symmetrical continuous or symmetrical hold-time tests) fail by the trans-
granular propagation of a crack. On the other hand, specimens that are tested
under a tensile hold cyclo. show evidence of grain-boundary damage in the form
of cavities and fail by intergranular crack growth. Since symmetrical-hold
tests show no evidence of cavitation, it is concluded that grain-boundary
cavities cannot: grow and may shrink under compression. All the evidence seems
to indicate that, in general, a two-parameter rather than a one-parameter
description of damage is necessary. The Damage Rate Equation was therefore
generalized by introducing &n independent cavity-growth equation in addition
to the crack-growth Eq. ( 9 ) : "

1. dc
c dt 'V

• m ,
(18)

where +G implies growth or shrinkage of cavities depending on whether the
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stress is tensile or compressive.* It was proposed that the cracks would
propagate transgranularly or intergranularly depending upon the extent of
cavity growth in the grain-boundary region. Cavity growth does not occur if
the strain rate is higher than a characteristic value which is a function of
the temperature and the metallurgical condition of the material. The para-
meters T, C, m, k, and kc are treated as constants that are dependent only
on the environment and test temperature and independent of whether the crack
growth is transgranular or intergranular. It is assumed that a crack of
initial length aQ and cavities of initial size co are nucleated early in
life and grow according to Eqs. (9) and (18). "Failure" of the specimen is
defined by the interaction equation

In a/a In c/c

l n a f / a
0
 + l n c f / c

o "
 1 ( 1 9 )

where aj is the final crack length at "failure" of a specimen that contains
no cavity, e.g., a specimen under syr.jpetrical continuous cycling, and c^ is
the final cavity size in a specimen that is free of cracks and fails by
cavity coalescence, e.g., in monotonic creep rupture. Equation (19) implies
that the cavity size and spacing, while not affecting the crack growth rate
directly, limit the final crack size at which the crack growth rate effec-
tively becomes infinite or unstable. Negative cavity damage is ruled out,
so that if c is computed to be less than cQ, the cavities are assumed to be
annealed out. The Damage Rate Equations were used successfully to correlate
creep-fatigue data in a number of materials under various loading wave-
shapes. ' Although the cavity-growth equation was retained for materials
like austenitic stainless steels, it was dropped for materials like 2JsCr-lMo
steel, which show little or no evidence of cavitation when tested in air.

One basic assumption so far has been that the crack and cavity growth
rates are independent of each other. Testing of Type 304 stainless steel
under various sequences of loading waveform (e.g., tensile hold cycles
followed by compressive hold cycles) has provided evidence of an increase in
crack growth rate due to the presence of grain-boundary cavities. To
account for this observation, Eq. (9) has been replaced by the interactive
Damage Rate Equation

(1 + a ln c/c ) |e |m|e !k (20)
o • p' ' p

where a is a material parameter. The cavity-growth Eq. (18) is retained.
"Failure" is assumed to occur when the crack length reaches a value of a,
or cavity size reaches a value of c,, whichever occurs earlier. In other
words, failure is assumed to be caused either by the growth of a crack or by
the coalescence of cavities. In general, for repetitive cycling, the number
of c"cles to failure by crack propagation is given by

*A better correlation with test data is possible by assuming
(18), where G^ < G_.

GT

-G
C

, in Eq.
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where

J\
cycle -A

(21)

(22)

cycle
(23)

In Eqs. (22) and (23), A or C T is used in the presence of tensile stress
and -A. or C Q is used in the presence of compressive stress;

A g = UG,

- ( * ) •

(24)

If the material does not cavitate, then the number of cycles to failure is
obtained by taking the limit of Eq, (21) as D_ -f 0, which gives

N f = i/DT . (25)

If, on the other hand, the material fails by cavity coalescence, the number
of cycles to failure is given by

H (26)

where

>;- l\
cycle

pi I dt (27)

and
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C - G/ln

(91) •
(28)

1. Hold-time Cycles

For hold-time cycles with inelastic strain range Ae^n, hold time
tj at the peak tensile limit, hold time t^ at the peak compressive limit,
and average plastic strain rate e_ during the ramp, the following equations
may be written if the incremental plastic strain during hold is considered
negligible in comparison with the plastic strain range during the ramp:

DC *
vm dt - dt (29)

where Gp(t) represents the plastic strain rate during hold. Note that a
negative value of Dc is not allowed, so that whenever Dg is computed to be
negative, it must be set equal to zero; and

J dt

(30)

Therefore, the material properties that are needed for computing cycles to
failure due to crack growth by Eq. (21) are Ag, m, kc, Cf, Cc, and k. If
the material fails by cavity coalescence, the number of cycles to failure is
given by Eq. (26), where

D C " |ep(t)| dt (31)

in which case the material properties needed are C , m, and k .

2. Sawtooth Waveform

For the case of slow-fast loading (slow tensile, fast compressive)
with an average tensile plastic strain rate E S that is sufficiently slow at
a given temperature so that cavity nucleating and growth are possible,
and average compressive plastic strain rate ef,
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vm+l

.m+1

k -1 k -1
(32)

(33)

The cycles to failure by crack growth is given by Eq, (21). If the s'slow"
tensile strain rate is too fast for cavity nucleation and growth, the number
of cycles to failure is given by Eq. (25). If the failure is caused by
coalescence of cavities, then the number of cycles to failure is given by
Eq. (26) , where

DC
vm+l. (34)

For the case of fast-slow loading (fast tensile, slow compressive) with
average tensile plastic strain rate Ef and average compressive plastic strain
rate e

D,,

Dc = 0 (because D is computed to be negative,which is not allowed)

1 ,. .m+1

T T (Aein)
(35)

and the number of cycles to failure is given by Eq. (25).

3. Monotonic Creep Rupture

When Eq.'(18) is used for the computation of cavity growth during
monotonic creep, the time to creep rupture (tjj) caused by the growth and
coalescence of creep cavities is given by the implicit equation

" C i J dt (36)

where

(37)Mg ln(cf/co) '

the definition of Cg in Eq. (37) may be different from that in Eq. (28),
because the spacing of cavities under monotonic and cyclic loading con-
ditions is not, in general, the same.

With the plastic strain rate in Eq. (36) approximated by the steady-
state creep rate ln and the current plastic strain c by cmt, the time Co
rupture can be shown to be
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( 3 8 )

It is important to realize the assumptions and limitations of the
Damage Rate Equations. First, the nucleation times for a crack and cavities
are assumed to be negligible. At low strain ranges, the predicted lives will
tend to be conservative because the time for nucleating a crack (i.e.,
reaching a length of 1-10 ym) may be substantial, particularly for polished
specimens. Further, the Damage Rate Equation assumes that a certain number
of cavities are nucleated under tensile stress early in life and grow, but
it ignores Che fact that under tensile stress, cavities are nucleated con-
tinuously so that their number and spacing change with time. Also, the
effects of the crack on the growth of cavities near its tip are ignored in
the analysis.
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III. DATA AND PREDICTIONS FOR 2l/4Cr-lMo STEEL

The time-dependent fatigue behavior of ferritic 2!jCr-lMo steel
differs substantially from that of the austenitic stainless steels in several
respects. The interesting features of this behavior that have been noted
in recent research efforts include the following:

1. Fractures are generally transgranular in air, with
or without hold periods.

2. Compressive-hold periods are more damaging than
tensile-hold periods at lower strain ranges (<0.7).

3. Specimens tested in air often show considerable
oxidation. Specimens with compressive-hold periods
show consistent patterns of circumferential oxide
cracking.

4. Life reduction occurs with decreasing frequency
even at temperatures low enough (700-800°F;
371-427°C) that creep and oxidation effects appear
insignificant.

5. At temperatures where oxidation does occur, hold
• periods at zero stress or hold periods involving

no creep or relaxation can result in significant
life reduction.

The following sections describe efforts to develop analytical
representations of behavior that will reflect trends such as those listed
above.

A. Fracture Observations

1. In Air

As stated earlier, time-dependent fatigue fractures of 2*sCr-lMo
steel in air are observed^ to be transgranular in nature. Probably of
more interest in the air tests are the lateral specimen surfaces, which can
show significant oxidation effects. An example is the oxidized specimen
shown in Fig. 1, which was subjected to low-strain-rate continuous cycling
at 1100°F (593°C). Circumferential oxide cracking is evident on the surface
(Fig. la). Most time-dependent tests were run at lower temperatures of
900-1000°F (482-538°C) and involved hold periods at peak tensile or com-
pressive strain. An important trend noted in the latter tests was the con-
sistent tendency for specimens held in compression to exhibit circumferential
oxide cracking patterns.19 This illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows scanning
electron micrographs of the surfaces of specimens subjected to tests with no
hold period and with tensile or compressive hold periods at a total strain
range (Aet) of. 0.5% and a temperature of 900°F (482°C). Oxide cracking is
apparent under compressive hold (Fig. 2c), but not under zero or tensile
hold (Figs. 2a and b, respectively).
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Fig. 1. Views of 2%Cr~lMo Steel Hourglass Specimen Showing Extensive
Oxidation after Elevated-temperature Fatigue Testing in Air.
(a) Cracks at minimum diameter of hourglass (note the presence
of lamellar striations as evidenced by oxide spallation on the
surface); (b) cross section of the specimen showing oxidation
along cracks. 08KL-DKG 79-9643.
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Comparison of Surface Topography of 2^Cr-lMo Steel Specimens
Tested at 900°F (482°C) and Aet - 0.5% with Three Different
Cyclic Waveforms. Aep - Plastic Strain Range, Nf » Cycles
to Failure, tf « Time to Failure, at * Tensile Stress
Amplitude, and oc = Compressive Stress Amplitude. (Scanning
electron micrographs courtesy of K. D. Challenger previously
with Stanford University and presently w.ith U.S. Naval Post-
graduate School, Monterey, CA.) ORKL-DWG 79-9251.
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2. In Sodium ai.d Heliun*

Tests have also been run in low-oxygen environments, such as
helium^ and sodium.20 Figure 3 compares surfaces of specimens tested in
air and helium; the air-tested specimen shows considerable oxidation, the
helium-tested specimen very little. In helium, tensile hold periods tended
to be more damaging than compressive ones at temperatures >1000°F (538*C)
(Fig. 4), indicating the importance of environment in hold-time effects.
As shown in Fig. 5, the fatigue life in helium was generally greater than
that in air; however, in tests with tensile holds only, the life in helium
tended to be slightly shorter than in air.

It should be noted that the helium used in these tests contained
small amounts of both oxygen and water vapor, so that small amounts of
oxidation (perhaps localized at microcracks, etc.) could have occurred.
Therefore, it is also of interest to examine tests conducted in flowing
sodium, where the oxygen content was still lower ('vL ppm).

.X I

. • " • • • - • . • • / . ;

i -W-',i"V-V'-';- r

A
• :L'.- '•

Â,
AIR HTGR HELIUM

Fig. 3. Surfaces of 2%Cr-lMo Steel Specimens Subjected to Elevated-
temperature Fatigue Testing in Air (Left) and High-tempera-
ture Gas-cooled Reactor Helium (Right). The lir-tested
specimen shows extensive oxidation relative to the helium-
tested specimen. ORJJL-PHOTO 3031-79.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of Time-dependent Fatigue Lives of 2^Cr-lMo Steel
Specimens in HTGR Helium with Hold Periods at Peak Tensile or
Compressive Strain. ORKL-DWG 79-11449.

Fig. 5. Comparison of Time-dependent Fatigue Lives of 2%Cr-lMo Steel
Specimens in Air and in HTGR Helium. ORNL-DWG 78-10304R1.
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Continuous-cycling fatigue tests (e'vA x 10 /s) in sodium on iso-
thermally annealed, pre-sodium-exposed, and thermally aged specimens showed
lives considerably in excess of those in air.20 The fatigue life of the
isothennally annealed material was a factor of about eight greater than
that in air and showed no temperature dependence in the range 900-1100°F
(482-593°C). (The lives of sodium-exposed and aged material were slightly
lower.) Owing to testing limitations, it was not possible to run tests with
hold periods at peak strain in sodium, but these conditions were approximated
by running "fast-slow" (e^4 x KT^/s in tension-going portion, ê -4 x 10~->/s
in compression-going portion) tests to replace compression holds or "slow-
fast" tests in place of tension holds. The results are summarized in Fig.
6. The fast-slow tests and a zero-stress-hold test were found to be
•essentially nondamaging relative to continuous-cycling tests. The slow- .
fast tests did show life reductions, however. Interestingly, the specimens
from the slow-fast tests showed evidence of intergranular cracking away from
the fracture surface, as illustrated in Fig. 7.

; 1.0

01

ISOTHERMAL 1NNEM.
TESTED IN SODIUM

F»ST STRHIN RATE -* I KT3 •"'
$10* STRMN Silt - 4 i I0"5 »*'

10' w>
CYCLES TO FIULURC. N,

10'

Fig. 6. Time-Dependent Fatigue Data for 2JsCr-lMo Steel in Sodium.
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Fig. 7. Scanning Electron Micrographs Showing Cavities in a 2%Cr-lMo
Steel Specimen Tested in Sodium at 1000°F (538°C) with a Slow-
Fast Strain Sequence.

B. Life Prediction Methods

Available time-dependent fatigue data for 2JsCr-lMo steel were
examined by several analytical techniques, including the Linear Damage Rule,
SRP Equation,21 antj Dainage Rate approach

11 described in Sec. II. Also,
owing to the nature of the behavior of this material, several alternative
approaches were tried. First, the Linear Damage Rule was implemented in
three different ways. Second, a frequency approach based on the concepts
contained in Coffin's Frequency Modified"" j ^ frequency Separation^
approaches was attempted. Finally» an approach based on Challenger's
"environment-fatigue interaction"^-* w a F used.

1. Linear Damage Rule

The Linear Damage Rule was implemented in a manner similar to that
used before for stainless steel. Details concerning this implementation
are reported elsewhere.-4,25 p^e estimate of rupture life, tn, needed for
evaluation of the damage equation was obtained by^°

l 0 g t R = C h -
 5 9 4 1-j l Qg ° + 3170/T , (39)

where

T = temperature (K)

a = stress (MPa)
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C. = lot constant,h

The lot constant describes the relative creap-rupture strength of a given lot
of material.27 In each case, the lot constant for the appropriate lot of
material was used in evaluating creep damage.

Three different schemes for choosing a value of Nfo in the damage
sum were used. First, the continuous-cycling fatigue life for the appropriate
lot of material and appropriate total strain range was used, according to
the predictions in Ref. 28. This method is referred to herein as the
"standard" Linear Damage Rule. Second, this same estimation was made based
on the same plastic strain range as the time-dependent test. This method
is referred to herein as the "plastic" Linear Damage Rule. Finally, there is
some evidence (see the discussion of environment-fatigue interaction below)
that 2*sCr-lMo steel undergoes precipitation reactions that might decrease
the fatigue strength when it is exposed to high temperatures. If this is
the case, it might be appropriate to adjust Nf to reflect this time-dependent
loss in strength. If one proposes that this loss in strength is due to
loss of "interaction solid solution hardening" (ISSH)29 or strain aging
caused by the solution-strengthening effects of clusters of Mo and C, then it
appears reasonable to assume that data for a heat of material containing
very little carbon might be used to estimate the resultant fatigue strength.
Such data are available30 for a heat containing only 0.026% carbon and were
thus used as a basis for Nf values in the "aging-adjusted"* Linear Damage Rule
predictions.

2. Strain Range Partitioning

The SRP life relationship lines (see above) determined for 2*sCr-lMo
steel were as follows:

"cp = 2 5 5 A Ein" 1 # 7 7 '

Ncc = 450 Ae^"1'24** , (41)

V = 386 Aein"1<07 '
N - 521 Ae, ~2'67 (Ae, < 0.45%) , (43)
PP in in

ffpp = 1648 A E ^ " 1 ' 2 4 (Aein > 0.45%) , (W)

*This term has been used to describe effects due to loss of ISSH as a result
of decreased carbon concentration in solution in the matrix. There is no
implication that this adjustment accounts for all aging effects that might
occur in this material.

**This equation represents a best fit through all cc data. A close examina-
tion of the data reveals that the cc (relaxation) lives tend to be, on the
average, shorter than cc (creep) lives (see Fig. 80).
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where &e±n values are measured in percent. Note that in formulating the
best-fit life relationship lines expressed by Eqs. (40) through (44), all
cyclic creep and relaxation data were used, even though the particular
damage strain fraction3* for a given test [that is, * = (-"cc) ̂ 'obs^cc^*
where i'o^s is the observed cycles to failure] was not greater than 0.5 as
suggested in Ref. 31. In the strain-controlled relaxation tests, particular-
ly those conducted at low total strain range, AE__ was always the most dom-
inant inelastic strain range. However, it was considered appropriate to
include the strain-controlled data in these femulations, since the purpose
was to generate life relationships for design conditions.

Note that Eqs. (43) and (44) merely describe the relationship between
cyclic life and plastic strain range from continuous-cycling tests. These
expressions differ somewhat from those developed recently^8 to describe this
relationship; Ref. 28 also includes a detailed analysis of temperature,
heat-to-heat, and heat-treatment effects. Equations (43) and (44) represent
a less detailed analysis but yield good compromise estimates of behavior.
Secondary effects such as those listed above are commonly ignored in the SRP
analysis.3' Figures 8 and 9 show the 15 "e relationships and the data used
to obtain them, while Fig. 80 compares the four life relationship lines on a
common axis.

3. Frequency-based Approaches

Considerable success has been experienced in determining the time-
dependent fatigue behavior of various materials by treating frequency" a s

the primary variable. The recent Frequency Separation approach^ has ex-
tended this concept to the analysis of complex hysteresis loops by dividing
the frequency into tension-going and compression-going portions. Indeed,
frequency is a good parameter with which to correlate the time-dependent
fatigue behavior of 2^Cr-13fo steel, as will be shown here. Howeverk owing
to the complicated nature of the relationships involved, neither Frequency
Modified Life^ nor the Frequency Separation Equation^ was directly used for
this material. Instead, the ratio between the time-dependent fatigue life
and the corresponding continuous-cycling fatigue life (at the sane temperature
and plastic strain rate) was graphically related to the cycle period, as
shown in Figs. 11 and 12. This relationship was determined using the ORNL
strain-hold data. Note that for strain ranges greater than 1%, no clear
frequency effect is seen in any of the tests, while for tension holds no
clear frequency effect is seen at any strain range. Trends appeared
similar at both 900 and 1000°F (482 and 538°C). The power-law relationship
between life and frequency at low strain ranges for conpressive or symmetri-
cal holds is similar to that assumed in the Frequency Modified Life approach.

At some point, however, the lines shown in Figs. 11 and 12 will re-
sult in the prediction of shorter lives at the lower strain ranges (<O.SZ)
than at the higher (>1.0%). In order to avoid this inconsistency, it is
assumed that the higher-strain-range data will become frequency-dependent at
some arbitrarily chosen frequency. Thus, for higher-strain-range coapressive
or symmetrical holds, and for all tensile holds* a line parallel to that of
the low-strain-range compressive or symmetrical holds was extended, startins
*t a hold period of 0.5 h:
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C

io* 10' 10' io* io*

Fig. 8. SRP Life Relationship Line for pp Strain for
2?«Cr-lMo Steel. ORNL-DWG 77-14181.
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Npred = Nf (Aet ̂ 1-0%' *p - °*5 h) (45)

Npred * °'185 Nf (tp " °'5>"°"2 <Ae
t -

 1*0%; Cp " °*5 h) ( 4 6 )

Npred = °-185 Nf S" 0' 2 (Aet -Ol5X) (47)

where N p r e^ is the predicted life with an imposed compressive hold period,
Aet is the total strain range (%), and tp is the cycle period (h). Nf is
the predicted life from a continuous-cvcling test with the same inelastic
strain range as the hold-period test^S with a ramp strain rate of 4 x 10"^

4. Environment-Fatigue Interaction

The environment-fatigue interaction approach to the analysis of
time-dependent fatigue data was developed recently23 in light of the impor-
tant role that environment plays in the time-dependent fatigue process in
this material. The method assumes two separate mechanisms that act to re-
duce the fatigue life of 2ifiCr-lMo steel when hold times or low strain ranges
are applied.

The first factor involves the role played by dynamic strain aging
in determining the fatigue behavior of this material. This phenomenon has
been cited in explanations of the creep,33,34 tensile,35 relaxtion,3^ and
cyclic stress-strain3' behavior of this material, and its occurrence as an
effective mechanism is well established. The actual mechanism of strain
aging has been identified38 as ISSH." This mechanism appears to involve
agglomeration in solution of Mo-C-Mo clusters, which tend to impede dis-
location motion and thus strengthen the material. (A similar ISSH mechanism
has been reported39 to increase the fatigue life of carbon steel.) In
general, the Mo-C-Mo clusters are stable for fairly long periods of time.
However, it was proposed**? that cyclic deformation may cause precipitation
of M02C (and thus loss of ISSH) very early in a fatigue test, particularly
in tests with hold periods.* Subsequently, Jones and Van Den Avyle^
verified this accelerated precipitation [though at a higher temperature,
1100°F (593°C)] by examination of the 2JjCr-lMo steel substructure after
thermal aging, creep, fatigue, and combined creep-fatigue.

Heat-to-heat variations in the fatigue life of 2JjCr-lMo steel have
also been attributed2^ to the ISSH mechanism. Figure 13a compares the con-
tinuous-cycling fatigue behavior of three heats of material with chemical
compositions listed in Table I. The relative weakness of the low carbon
heat, particularly at 800°F (427°C), where the ISSH would be approximately
at a maximum (see Fig. 14), may indicate that it does not contain sufficient

*0f course, it should be noted that if this loss of ISSH occurs early enough
in the continuous-cycling test, then the identification of loss of ISSH as
a contributing factor in the time-dependent loss of fatigue strength is
somewhat open to question.
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Fig. 13. Comparison of the Fatigue Behavior of Three Heats of 2*sCr-lMo Steel
at (a) 700°F (371°C), (b) 800°F (427°C), and (c) 1000"F (538'C).
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Table XX. Characterist ics of Various Heats of 2>tCr-lHo Steel

10'

Chenlcal
Analysis , ut Z

C

Hn

S i

Cr

Mo

Nl

S

P

N

ASTM
Grain Size

Average Intercept! fa

Type

20017

0.11 (O.135)a

0.55 (0.57)

0.29 (0.37)

2.13 (2.2)

0.90 (0.92)

(0.16)

0.014 (0.016)

0.012 (0.012)

0.012 (-)

4-5

55-80

Plate
ASME SA-3S7

Grade D

Heat Xumber

3P56O1

0.12

0.35

0.27

2 . 3

0.96

0.20

0.022

0.009

0.0135

S

55

Plate
ASME SA-387

Grade D

50557

0.026

0.50

0.27

2.45

1.0

O.009

0.012

0.0125

8

20

Plate
ASTM A-387

Grade D

'Values In ( ) measured at ORNL; other* reported by vendor.
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for 2!sCr-lMo Steel in the Annealed (A) or Isothermally
Annealed Condition. ORNL-DWG 75-15271R1.
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carbon to benefit from the 1SSH mechanism. Therefore, as proposed by
Challenger et al.,23 it might be possible to estimate the life reduction due
to precipitation of Mo2C and consequent loss of ISSH during hold periods by
using the fatigue strength of this low carbon heat.

The second factor recognized by the environment-fatigue interaction
method is the influence of oxidation, which is clearly important » in
determining the time-dependent fatigue behavior of this material. Challenger
et al 23 propose that the mechanism by which oxidation reduces fatigue life
consists of initiation of cracks in the oxide itself. As a first approxima-
tion, they consider a crack in the oxide to be equivalent to a crack in the
metal. Briefly, thf;ir thesis is that when a new oxide forms, it has no
strain in it regardless of the state of strain in the metal. Thus, if the
oxide is formed during a peak-strain compressive hold period, cycling to
peak tensile ptrain will pvit a tensile strain in the oxide equal to the
total strain range for the cycle. (Likewise, oxide formed during a peak-
strain tensile hold will b* subjected to a maximum compresdive strain equal
to the total strain range.) This argument explains the fact that «mu>res»ive
hold periods are typically more damaging than tensile holds,^.JU»'*1
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also seeks to explain the circumferential cracking observed25 in the oxide
layer in the. corcpressive hold tests.

Based on estimated oxide growth rates and on the observed42 fact that
the strain required to crack an oxide depende upon the thickness of the oxide,
the strain (e,°) necessary to crack an oxide is estimated^2 as

/ -11 \ 1 / 2

o > 3.52 x 10 \ ( 4 8 )

16.16 x 10 J exp(-14759/RT)(ti":)j

where

t ° elapsed time (h)

T * temperature (K)

R = universal gas constant, 1.986 cal/°K-mole.

The actual strain to which the oxide is subjected, et°, is given as
the difference between the tensi-i"* strain amplitude and the strain at which
the oxide is formed, so that, for example, et° ^ Aet for a peak-strain com-
pression hold and et° ^ 0 for a peak-strain tension hold. For a hold at
both tension and compression, or for other loops where significant amounts
of oxide are formed at more than one location on the hysteresis loop, the
authors^2 propose the relation

(49)

where

t_ = time spent in tension (strain half of the cycle)

t = total cycle time.

Equations (48) and (49) can be used to estimate the time (and thus
cycles) until crack initiation. The method does not directly address crack
propagation, although some assumptions were made^2 to allow life predictions.
Available data have been used in this report to develop an empirical method
for estimating the number of propagation cycles in conjunction with this
method.

First (for tests in which the oxidation cracking mechanism was pre-
dicted to be dominant.), the "propagation life" was calculated as the differ-
ence between the experimentally observed fatigue life and the estimated
initiation life from Eqs. (48) and (49). Then, as shown in Fig. 15, this
propagation life was graphically related to the inelastic strain range
using tests conducted with hold periods of 0.01 h. Predicted propagation
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Fig. 15. Relationship Between Plastic Strain Range and "Propagation"
• i atigue Life for Tests of 2Jj;Cr-lMo Steel with 0.01 h Hold

<t Peak Compressive Strsin. ORNL-DWG 80-16249.

lives for tests with longer hold periods were obtained by relating propaga-
tion life to cycle period, as in Fig. 16. As in the frequency-based
approach, frequency effects at 900 and 1000CF (482 and 538°C) were identical,
while there were no apparent effects for Ae^ >_ 1%. As before, it was assumed
that such effects began for a hold period of 0.5 h, then continued as in the
low-strain tests. Finally, it should be noted that superior predictions for
the symmetrical hold tests were obtained by treating them as if they were
compressive hold tests rather than by a straightforward application of
Eq. (76). (This effect could be caused by the fact Lhat a large portion of
the oxide does see. strains equal to Aet, and thus is a weak link in terms of
crack initiation.)

5. Damage Rate Equations

Because of the absence of evidence of ca\'i£ation in 2^Cr-lMo steel
when tested in air, the cavity growth Eq. (18) is dropped and the Darcr??
Rate Eq. (20) reduces to the crack-growth Eq. (9). Life in all cases is,
therefore, given by 1q. (25), and the material parameters needed are Op, Cg,
m and k. It should be remembered that parameter? C-p and C Q actually include
the initial and final crack sizes ao and af [see Eq. (24)], which are, in
general, assumed to be constants for tests with identical specimen geometry.
However, the surface oxide cracking behavior in 2%Cr-lMo steel is strongly
dependent on the loading waveshape.43,19,23 p o r e x a npi e > whereas under
tensile-hold loading the oxide layer tends to spall off, under compressive-
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hold or symmetrical-hold loading the oxide layer remains strongly adherent
to the specimen surface but cracks. From the Damage Rate viewpoint, the
difference in the response to various waveshapes can be taken into account
by assuming a longer initial crack size ao for the compressive- and
symmetrical-hold cases than in the tensile-hold case. The final crack size
is taken as 500 ym in all cases. The time required to initiate a crack of
length aQ by oxide cracking has been assutr.ed to be negligible in the
Damage Rate approach. Challenger and Miller1 s*-J model of oxide cracking in
2JfiCr-lMo steel does indicate that, in all the tests conducted so far, the
time required to crack the oxide under compressive or symmetrical hold is
small compared to the total life of the specimen.

Clearly, a better understanding of the formation and cracking of
the oxide layer is needed, particularly for cases where loading waveshapes
are applied sequentially. For the present, the parameters T, C, m, k and
a o are obtained from correlation with available continuous-cycling and peak-
strain hold test data using Eqs. (10), (11), (24) and (25) (Table II).

Table II. Damage Rate Parameters for 2*sCr-lMo Steel (Isothermally
Annealed) with af = 500 um

Test
Conditions m

Compressive,
Symmetrical,

Continuous Tensile and Zero-
Cycling Hold Stress Hold

900°F (482°C)

Aet > 0.7 0.79 0.61 2.61 1.31

Ae. £0.7 0.79 1.2 50.0 25.0

1000°F (538°C)

Aet > 0.7 0.78 0.61 2.61 1.31

Aet<_0.7 0.78 1.2 61.4 30.7

0.1

0.1

0.1

5.0

0 .1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0 .1

35

0.1

30
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Because of the bilinearity of the plot of strain range versus cycles to
failure, two sets of parameters are determined at each temperature — one
each for tests above and below 0.77. strain range. Note that for the larger-
strain-range tests, Lie initial crack size is alvays taken as 0.1 urn
irrespective of waveshape, and the other parameters are independent of temp-
erature in the 900-1000°F (482-538°C) range. The initial crack sizes for
the low-strain-range tests with compressive or symmetrical hold are of the
order of oxide thickness, as reported by Challenger and Killer.^3

The parameters listed in Table II have b̂ .en used to predict lives
for the creep-fatigue tests of all heats of 2^Cr-lMo steel (annealed) at
900°F and 1000°F. For tests conducted at or below 800"F (427°C), hold-time
effects are primarily due to a loss of ISSH.2^ Following the arguments
proposed by Challenger and Miller," one could account for this effect by
deriving the Damage Rate parameters for a low-carbon heat of 2*sCr-lMo steel.
Because of lack of sufficient data, this was not attempted.

C. Parameters for Various Methods

1. Temperature Effects

The temperature range of available time-dependent fatigue data for
2JsCr-lMo steel extends from 700 to 1100°F (371 to 593°C). Thus, each of the
above methods must b-s able to describe temperature dependence over this range
in order to be successful.

The linear damage summation approach addresses the question of
temperature dependence in t and N-, using Eq. (39) and the results of
Ref. 28. r

The SRP life relationship lines given above are themselves indepen-
dent of temperature. It is usually assumed,32 however, that temperature
dependence will automatically be accounted for in this method because of
variations in the relative amounts of the different strain components with
temperature. (For example, higher temperatures tend to result in more
creep strain.) This assumption appeared to be reasonably good for the
current data, so no further temperature adjustments were attempted.

The Damage Rate parameters for strain ranges above 0.7% are indepen-
dent of temperature. For tests conducted below 0.7%, the parameters T,
C and a o show some dependence on temperature, as shown in Table II.

In the application of the frequency-based approach, it was assumed
(based on the limited available data) that no frequency effects are present
[i.e., Eq. (45) applies] at 700 or 800°F (371 or 427°C). In the range 900-
1100°F (482-593°C), the same frequency correction was applied regardless of
temperature. However, since the method is based on inelastic strain range,
there is an additional implicit temperature dependence similar to that in
the SRP approach. Higher temperatures tended to cause higher inelastic
strain ranges for a given total strain range.

1



The environnent-fatigue interaction approach resulted in two types
of temperature dependence. First, the loss-of-ISSH mechanism is predicted
to be dominant at temperatures below 900°F (482°C), while the oxidation
cracking mechanism is predicted to be dominant at temperatures in the
900-1100°F (482-593'C) range. Second, within these ranges an additional
temperature dependence is included. At the lower temperatures, this depen-
dence is that of the continuous-cycling data for the low-carbon heat. At
the higher temperatures, this dependence occurs in the oxidation rate
[through Eq. (48)] and in the temperature dependence of the relationship
between Aet and propagation life (Fig. 15).

2. Heat-to-Heat Variations

The bulk of available data was derived30 from two commercial heats
(3P5601 and 20C17) that were reasonably similar in composition and strength.
Therefore, it was not possible to include a detailed evaluation of the
effects of heat-to-heat variations in properties on time-dependent fatigue
behavior. (Where life ratios, such as N^/Nf and t/tr in the linear damage
summation approach, were used, the values of the denominators were adjusted
to reflect the small heat-to-heat variability that was observed.) There is
some evidence-^ that metallurgical differences brought about by variations
in melting practice, heat-to-heat variations, and static thermal aging result
in little difference in the magnitude of the reduction in cyclic life brought
about by a hold period of a given length and form.

3. Aging Effects

Since time-dependent fatigue tests can result in long-term elevated-
temperature exposure, a specimen may be subjected to thermal aging during the
test. As reported in Ref. 44, prior static thermal aging for 10,000 h at
near the test temperature appears to have relatively little influence on
subsequent fatigue life at 800 or 1000°F (427 or 538°C), resulting in a
reduction in life by a factor no greater than 1.5. A simulated postweld
heat treatment (PWHT) of 40 h at 1340°F (727°C) resulted in similar life re-
ductions. However, application of the PWHT followed by aging resulted in
life reductions of approximately a factor of 10 at 800°F. Figure 17 sunmar-
izes these results, which point up the complex nature of the metallurgical
effects that can occur in this material. Unfortunately, these data do not
address the interactions that might occur when the thermal aging is super-
imposed over cyclic loading, although the results of Ref. 40 seem to indicate
that these interactions might be significant. For this reason (and for the
empirical reason of superior fits to data) it was decided to employ the above
low-carbon heat data to reflect "aging" effects on loss of ISSH rather than
the data on thermally aged material from Ref. 44.
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c D, Prediction of Life by Various Methods

1. Data

Data used in this report were derived from several sources and were
obtained in several different types of tests. The largest body of data was
obtained from strain-controlled fatigue tests in air, involving a hold period
of a given duration during each cycle. This hold period was imposed at paak
strain (in tension, compression, or both); during the hold the strain was
held constant and the stress allowed to relax. These "strain-hold" tests
were obtained primarily from the ORNL testing program,19,20,41—42,44—45
although some were also obtained from General Atomic Company tests.03

Strain hold periods were also employed in some ORNL "exploratory"
tests.^6 but at points on the hysteresis loop other than peak strain. In
particular, the holds were imposed either at zero stress or at a point on
the loop such that zero relaxation occurred during the hold period (see
Fig. 18).

C X A M U S OF EXPLORATORY STRAIN CONTROLLED FATBUE TESTS

F£AK STRAIN

ZERO RELAXATION

ZERO STRESS

•-INDICATES POINT ON
NY5TERE5IS LOOP
WHERE STRAIN MXO
OCCURS EACH CYCLE
UNTIL FAILURE

Fig. 18. Schematic Hysteresis Loop Showing Positions of Hold Periods
During Exploratory Tests. ORNL-DWG 80-11832.
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A third series of ORNL tests involved hold periods at peak stress
(tension, compression, or both) in each cycle, during which the stress was
held constant and the specimen was allowed to creep to a fixed strain limit.
Then, the tests were switched back into strain control and the cycles com-
pleted. These "stress-hold" tests are described in more detail in Ref. 45.

Similar stress-hold tests were carried out in a testing program
sponsored by the Metal Properties Council, Inc.47 However, in these "creep-
fatigue interspersion" tests, the holds were always in tension and were of
a fixed duration (23 or 47 h) regardless of the amount of strain involved.
Also, rather than being imposed in each cycle, these creep hold periods
were separated by varying numbers of fatigue cycles.

2. Linear Damage Rule

Results of life predictions made by the Linear Damage Rule approaches
described above can be viewed in terms of plots such as those in Figs. 19-24.
the points shown in these figures represent calculated values of creep and
fatigue damage in the ORNL strain-hold tests. The lines shown include those
for D + D,. = 1, that found for stainless steels by Campbell,*» and that
determined earlier for 2*sCr-lMo steel by the standard Linear Damage Rule
approach. It is clear from these figures that none of these approaches will
predict the experimental lives with much accuracy, especially if one assumes
D = 1. The "aging-adjusted" Linear Damage Rule approach provides the best
fits overall among the three Linear Damage Summation approaches, but it does
not predict the compressive and symmetrical strain-hold data well, as shown
in Fig. 25. Also, as shown in Fig. 26, it does not adequately predict the
lives for the other types of tests.
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3. Strain Range Partitioning

A comparison of the ORNL si rain-hold data with predictions of the
SRP method is shown in Fig. 27. l'r^iictions of the "nonstandard" tests in
air are compared with observed livu.-, in Fig. 28. Note that most of the ORNL
strain-hold and stress-hold tests were used in formulating the SRP life
relationship lines, so the predicti.«in3 in Figs. 27 and 28 largely represent
"back-fitting". (However, the current lines differ only slightly from those
reported earlier in Ref. 3.) In mo.-.i cases the lives predicted by SH? are
within a factor of two of the observed lives for the strain-hold data.
Note that for the symmetrical hold .•.-..•5e, the strain-hold data are consis-
tently overpredicted and the stress-1,old data are consistently underpredicted.
Thus, if the cc curve were based on . vclic creep tests (Fig. 10) rather than
Eq. (41), the predicted lives for cv, lie relaxation tests would be uncon-
servative by more than a factor of .'. Since the ductility of 25sCr-lMo steel
does not vary significantly with ti;>.i time, ductility normalization would
not correct for this discrepancy, ut the nonstandard tests, SRP predicts
the lives of the MPC creep fatigue Uiterspersion tests well, but does less
well for the ORNL stress-hold testy, and does quite poorly for the explora-
tory tests.
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4. Frequency-based Approach

Predictions made by the frequency-based approach described above
are compared with experimental data for the ORNL strain-hold tests in Fig.
29, and with data for the "nonstandard" tests in Fig. 30. Predictions are
in general quite good, but there is a tendency to overpredict the lives for
the strain-hold tests in the temperature region 700-800°F (371-427°C) and
for the MPC creep-fatigue interspersion tests. As in the <- -ironment-fatigue
interaction, this method probably overpredicts the lives ir. ae latter tests
because they involve such large amounts of creep strain that one needs a
legitimate creep-damage term to predict the lives accurately in those tests.
The inaccuracy in the range 7OO-8OO°F for the strain-hold tests is thought
to be due to the extremely important effect of dynamic strain aging (via
ISSH) in this temperature regime. Little oxidation occurred in these tests,
so no frequency correction was made and life predictions were based on
plastic strain range only. However, hold times in the temperature region
do result in life reduction, probably owing to loss of ISSH.

to' z—i—i i 11—i—rn
21 /4Cr - (Mo STEEL
FREOUENCY-BASED
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I
<O <O (0
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Fig. 29. Comparison of Observed Time-dependent Fatigue Lives in ORNL
Strain-hold Tests with Lives Predicted by Frequency-based
Method. OSNL-DWG 80-15527.
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5. Environment-Fatigue Interaction

Predictions from the environment-fatigue interaction (EFI) approach
yielded estimates of the lives for tensile hold tests using continuous-
cycling data from the low-carbon heat, as described above. Life predictions
for tests with cempressive or symmetrical hold were controlled by the oxida-
tion cracking mechanism. It should be pointed out that the estimates of
initiation life from this technique were so small (typically <̂  5% of total
life) as to be essentially insignificant. It is thus the estimate of propa-
gation life that dominates the life prediction, and the entire oxidation
cracking scenario described in Ref. 23 becomes almost irrelevant. Perhaps,
therefore, the method should be referred to as the "propagation rate"
rather than the EFI approach.

Figure 31 compares predictions from the EFI with experi-
mental ORNL strain-hold data, while Fi?;. 32 compares predictions with "non-
standard" test data in air. All of tne predictions are very good with the
exception of those for the MPC creep-fatigue interspersion tests, which
generally overpredicted the data by a factor of 2 or more, even with a
frequency adjustment term.
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6. Damage Rate Equation

Figure 33 shows the comparison between predicted and observed lives
for strain-hold tests. Since these tests were used to determine the parameter
ao (initial crack size) for each waveshape, Fig. 23 is really a backfit of
the data. However, Fig. 34, which compares the predicted and observed lives
for stress-hold tests, ORNL exploratory tests and MPC tests, represents true
predictions which a^e in most cases within a factor of 2 of the observed lives.

E. Extrapolation of Hold-time Effects

Since most of the available creep-fatigue data are of relatively short
duration (compared to design times), the trends evidenced by prediction of
experimental data may not clearly show the expected differences among various
methods under design conditions. (In particular, the frequency adjustments
made in the above frequency-based and EFI predictions are fairly crude and
should be regarded as preliminary empirical estimates of .behavior trends,
expecially when long times are involved.) Also, in view of the fact that
grain-boundary wedge cracks are observed in a sodium environment, there is
a possibility that such cracks can also occur in air for sufficiently long
tensile hold tests.

1. Relaxation Using Gittus Parameters

To illustrate possible differences among the various methods when
applied to long-term data, "hypothetical" long-term hysteresis loops^"1'^
were constructed by estimating peak stress and Gittus^O relaxation equation
constants as functions of strain range, temperature, and hold period. The
values of the parameters are given in Table III.^ Analysis of these loops
by the various methods discussed in this report then yielded estimates of the
long-term characteristics of the different methods. Figures 35 and 36
compare predictions obtained by five of the above methods.

2. Relaxation Using Power Law

Owing to the complex nonclassical creep behavior^1 of 2ty4Cr-lMo steel,
no attempt was made to project relaxation rates based on a power-law rela-
tionship between creep rate and stress.

F. Discussion of Results

Table IV summarizes the predictive capability of the methods
discussed in the present report as applied to various types of fatigue data.
Several points can quickly be derived from this table. First, the Linear
Damage Rule approach, which is the only approach based strictly on a con-
ceptual foundation and involving no data fitting, does not predict the
lives with acceptable accuracy. The only exception occurs for the strain-
hold data in the range 700-800°F (371-427CC), where the "aging adjusted" LDR
approach predicts lives within a factor of two, but in this case the aging
adjustment was made specifically to obtain a better data fit. All of the
other methods were optimized based primarily on strain-hold data in the
range 900-1100°F (482-593°C), and indeed all of those methods fit such data
with acceptable accuracy. The propagation rate fits all of the other data
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Table III. Gittus Equation Parameters for Extrapolation of Stress
Relaxation in 2'sCr-lMo Steel at 1000°F (538°C)

Total
Strain
Range,

Parameters 0.1

Hold Time, h

10 100 1000

0.5

(ksi) 30

0.55

0.16

29

0.55

0.16

27

0.55

0.16

27

0.55

0.16

27

0.55

0.16

1.0 C

m

35 34

0.80 0.80

0.16 0.16

34

0.80

0.16

34

0.80

0.16

34

0.80

0.16

aThe Gittus Equation is given by In — = Ctm, with t in
hours.
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Table IV. Comparison of Various Analysis Mechods in Terms of Fits to Different Types
of Fatigue Data3

Method

LDS (Standard

LOS (Plastic)

LDS (Aging-adjusted)

SRP

DMUgc Rate

Propagation Race

Frequency-based

(Niaber of Tests)

Strain

700-800'F
(371-427'C)

X

X

X

(8)

Hold

900-1000°C
(482-538-C)

X

X

X

X

(68)

Data Type

Stress

Hold

X

X

X

(24)

MFC

Intersperslon

X

X

X

X

(11)

Exploratory

X

X

X

. «)

*X l«dlcatcr l ife prediction within a factor of two for essentially all data.
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as well, and the damage rate and frequency-based approaches could be made
to do so simply by adding an additional criterion based on low-carbon heat
continuous-cycling data, as was already done for the propagation rate
predictions.

An examination of the above analytical results, together with a con-
sideration of available experimental data and the overall properties of
2!jCr-lMo steel, indicates that time-dependent fatigue in this material is
a complex phenomenon, likely due to a variety of different (but possibly
interacting) mechanisms. Under any given set of loading and environmental
conditions, these various processes "compete", with dominance achieved by
thfc one that causes earliest cracking and failure. These mechanisms can
be grouped into three basic categories: (1) environmental effects (e.g.,
oxidation); (2) creep effects (e.g., intergranular crack, initiation); and
(3) metallurgical effects (e.g., loss of 1SSH). For example, from the
above results and from considerations ° such as examination of fracture
surfaces, environment clearly plays a significant role in determining the
time-dependent fatigue life of 2^Cr-lMo steel, aui a significant interaction
occurs between these environmental effects and the loading waveform. It
appears, however, that correlations based on frequency or crack growth rate
can adequately describe the effects, though more information is needed to
extend these correlations to longer times.

An examination of the frequency-based and EFI predictions given in
this report shows that both describe the available data well. However, for
long times the frequency-based predictions will probably become overly con-
servative because continuous-cycling data were factored into the frequency
dependence. It is likely that a large part of the life reduction caused by
even very short hold times (e.g., 0.01 h) is due to early crack initiation
caused by environmental effects. The initiation period can become very
small quite rapidly (if the EFI results are any indication), and the effect
then must saturate since the number of cycles to initiation cannot go below
zero. It is therefore reasonable to look only at the propagation portion
of life (as was done for EFI) in determining frequency effects. For most
conditions it should be noted, though, that the basic assumptions of the EFI
approach in terms of crack initiation become irrelevant and the initiation
portion of life can, in fact, be ignored. Thus, this approach was called
the "propagation-rate" approach. (It should also be noted that an adjustment
to the Damage Rate Approach to predict early initiation in compressive hold
tests due to environmental effects allowed that icethod to adequately fit
the data examined.)

It should also be pointed out that three of the ORNL strain hold
tests appeared anomalous and were not adequately predicted by any of the
methods examined. These tests include the following:
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Apparently Anomalous Creep-fatigue Data
For 2*aCr-lMo Steel:

Specimen
Number

ITL-215
MIL-72
MIL-61

Temperature,
°F

900
900
900

Strain
Range,

%

0.35
0.35
0.3

Hold
Period3

h

0.25C
0.05CT
0.01C

Cycles to
Failure

7585
>71700
>620000

Test
Duration,

h

1900
>7200
>6200

C = compression, T = tension.

Specimen ITL-215 failed considerably sooner than predicted by any method.
Specimens MIL-72 and MIL-61 were discontinued after lasting considerably
longer than predicted by any method. No reason is apparent for these
anomalous results, but these tests do serve to underline the experimental and
analytical uncertainties involved in studying the complex time-dependent
fatigue behavior of 2%Cr-lMo steel.

Under most conditions spanned by the tests reported in this analysis,
environment may be the major factor in determining the time-dependent
fatigue behavior of 2^Cr-lMo steel. However, an examination of the available
data, including data generated in HTGR helium1' and in flowing sodium.^0
leads to the conclusion that environment is not the only effect. Figures 4
and 75 compare behavior in HTGR helium with behavior in air. (Note that this
helium is impure. The 0£ content was estimated at 10~^2 atm, but the gas
also contained approximately 5-15 ppm of water vapor.) It can be noted from
these figures that the extremely deleterious effect of compressive hold times
in air is largely removed by testing in HTGR helium. However, tensile hold
times may be even more deleterious in helium than in air, and waveform
effects were found1" to be important in determining the time-dependent
fatigue life in helium.

Virtually no oxidation occurred in the tests in sodium described
above, yet imposition of a slow-fast cycle still resulted in life reduction
relative to a high-strain-rate continuous-cycling test. This trend, and the
observation of intergranular cracking in the slow-fast tests, indicates that
the dominant time-dependent mechanism here might be creep. This suggests
the possibility of intcrgranular cracking even in air tests if the tensile
hold period is sufficiently long.

Finally, it should be noted that time-dependent fatigue lives in
the temperature range 700-800°F (371-427°C) can be explained neither by
oxidation nor by creep effects. Metallurgical phenomena related to dynamic
strain aging seem to play an important role in this region.

Thus, creep (in the sodium slow-fast, and in the UPC creep-fatigue
interspersion tests), oxidation [as a gross macroscopic effect in most tests
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in air in the temperature range 900-1100°F (482-593°C) and perhaps as a
localized microscopie effect in low-oxygen HTGR helium], and metallurgical
effects [in the temperature range 700-800°F (371-427°C)j can all be observed
within the realm of available data. The magnitude of these effects (and the
determination of which effect will dominate) depends upon temperature,
environment, strain range, and other effects.

G. Recommendations for Future Tests

The above results, while showing that it is possible to accurately
predict the lives observed in experimental tests on 2!sCr-lMo steel under a
variety of loading situations, also indicate a clear need for additional
data. The extrapolation of predictions by any of the above methods beyond
the range of currently available data can be done with confidence only
with the addition of more test information to more clearly identify the
quantitative effects of the various mechanisms that operate in this material.

Table V lists a proposed matrix of additional time-dependent
fatigue tests for 2kCr-lMo steel. It should be noted that this matrix is
preliminary. As tests in this matrix are run, the information derived from
them might result in significant changes to the remaining matrix. The
general rationales used in recommending these tests are given below.

TESTS (see
Table V . RATIONALE

1, 2, 9 Frequency effects are particularly important in this
temperature range. Current hold periods generally range
from 0.01 to 0.1 h. Longer hold periods (lower fre-
quencies) are needed to give a better indication of
frequency effects for extrapolation into the long-term
regime of design interest.

3, 4 Compressive holds appear to be especially detrimental in
terns of crack initiation; tensile holds may be worse in
terms of crack propagation. These tests are needed to
obtain a better understanding of the relative effects of
the two types of holds on crack initiation/propagation.

5, 6, 14-17, Oxidation phenomena strongly interact with fatigue pro-
21-23 cesses in this temperature range. These tests, which in-

volve samples pre-oxidized under zero stress or c.om-
pressive stress, will allow a separation of oxidation and
fatigue effects.

7, 8, 18-20 Time-dependent fatigue appears to be controlled by a
different mechanism in the temperature range around
800°F (427°C) than at higher temperatures, but very few
data are available in this regime. These tests are
needed to fill in the matrix at this temperature.



Table V. Suggested Additional Creep-fatigue Tests for 2l/4Cr-lMo Steela

Test
Temperature,

°F (°C)
Strain Range,

Hold Period (h) and Mode
Estimated Time
Per Test, h

5
5
15

1
1

2
2
10
1
1
5
5

1
1
1

1

1

,000
,000
,000
500
,000
,000
550
,000
,000
,000
,000
,000
,000
,000
500
,000
,000
,000
25
25
250
,000
550
,500

Priority

1
la
2
3
4
5
6
1
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

900-1000

1

(482-538)

r

800 (427)
900-1000 (482-538)

i
900

900-1000 (482-538)

1
800

1
900-1000 (482-538)

\

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.35
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1,0
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.5

1C - peak strain
1 - zero stress, compressive strain
IT - peak strainb

0.1C, 1000 cycles, then 0.1T
0.1T, 5000 cycles, then 0.1C
500C, 1 cycle, then 0.1C
500C, 1 cycle, then no hold
0.1T - peak strain
0.1C - peak strain
1CT - peak strain
0.1 zero strain, tensile stress
0.1 zero strain, compressive stress
0.05CT (repeat of MIL-72)
0.01C (repeat of MIL-61)
Age in air (500-1000), then 0.1C
Age in air (500-1000), then 0.1T
Age in air (500-1000), then no hold
500C, 1 cycle, then 0.1T
0.01C - peak strain
0.01T - peak strain
0.11 - peak strain
500T, 1 cycle, then 0.1C
500T, 1 cycle, then no hold
500T, 1 cycle, then 0-1T

In addition, longer-time, lower-strain data are needed in very low oxygen environmenf.s.

Even longer hold times would be desirable, within the constraints of test time.
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C
TESTS (see
Table XXIV RATIONALE

10, 11 It is still not clear whether the especially deleterious
effects of com|>ressive holds are due to stress state,
strain state, <>r something else. These tests will
complement rc.ontly completed zero-stress tests (with
tensile or compressive strains) in determining stress-
state/strain-ntate effects.

12, 13 Results of th'.-se two tests appear anomalous; repeats are
indicated.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Detailed analyses of the -ivailable elevated-temperature time-depen-
dent fatigue data for 2l/4Cr-lMo sii.uel have been carried out using several
of the analytical approaches that -ire currently available.

A. Linear Damage Rule

The Linear Damage Rule f.-i less satisfactory for 2l/4Cr-lMo steel than
for Type 304 stainless steel. It cends to be unconservative for corapressive
strain hold and zero stress hold lusts and conservative for tensile strain hold
tests. Predictions can be improved by including the effect of aging of the
continuous-cycling fatigue data, |»;irticularly at the lower temperatures (<800°F
or 482°C).

B. Frequency-based Approaches

Frequency-based approach'1" are fairly successful with 2l/4Cr-lMo steel,
possibly because the influence of environment on fracture is great. However,
they tend to be unconservative for cases involving large creep strain during
hold. It should be pointed out, however, that the frequency-based approaches
used in the present report for pn-iltcting lives of 2l/4Cr-lMo steel are not
straightforward applications of <-(Llier the Frequency Modified or the Frequency
Separation Equation but are bascl on certain ad. hoc assumptions that need to be
verified in the future.

C. Strain Range Partitioning Eg u. it ions

The SRP method has been l<-ss successful with 21/4Cr-lMo steel than î ith
Type 304 stainless steel, becau:;<' at low strain ranges oxidation effects have
been more important than creep i-nects in the tests conducted on 21/4Cr-lMo
steel. For tests at higher str.ilu ranges with large creep strains during
hold, the SRP method has been mmi- successful.
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D. Damage Rate Equations

Damage Rate Equations do not address the problem of oxide cracking
in 21/ACr-lMo steel. However, available data tend to show that, as far as
predicting life is concerned, the waveshape effects in 21/4Cr-lMo steel can
be handled within the scope of the Damage Rate Equation by assigning different
initial crack sizes for different waveshapes and without considering the
details of oxide cracking. Although this has been possible for tests con-
ducted so far because the oxide cracking phase has been small compared to
total life, the details of oxide cracking may have to be considered for
lower strain range tests or for tests with a sequence of waveshapes.

Based on available data, none of the methods considered in this
report can be unequivocally claimed to be the "best." Too often in the
past, life predictions have been made for types of tests from which the
parameters of the predictive methods are themselves derived. As a result,
the "predictions" have been little more than back-fitting. Future testing
should concentrate on waveshapes that are significantly different from
those used to derive the predictive parameters. Also, the usual practice
in the past has been to plot the data in the form of predicted versus
served lives. Such a plot tends to hide any tendency of the predictive
methods to consistently overpredict or underpredict certain types of
loading as opposed to others. Other means of displaying predicted lives
should be explored, particularly to discern any consistent pattern in the
predicted lives with respect to length of hold time, type of waveshape,
etc.

Based on the preceding discussions, tests have been recommended to
bring out the difference between the various predictive methods. However,
judging from the history of creep-fatigue life prediction, each method can
and will be generalized or modified by empirically adding further terms to
the respective equations in order to "predict" any new data that are not
predictable by existing equations. It is also true that most designers are
forced to extrapolate creep-fatigue lives beyond the range of available
data by using whatever life-predictive method is available to them. There-
fore, if any life-predictive method is to be chosen from among all the
currently available ones, it should be based not only on its ability to
predict available data but also on the degree to which it is keyed to the
underlying mechanisms responsible for time-dependent fatigue damage. It may
be necessary to have predictive methods that are applicable to only a cer-
tain class of materials and are not "universal laws". Also, each candidate
method must have the capability to treat multiaxial loading and complex
loading history with or without closed hysteresis loops.

An examination of all the predictive methods shows that the pre-
dicted lives agree well with observed lives so long as the stress-strain
histories are obtained directly from the tests. The predicted lives in
most cases are quite sensitive to the stress-strain history. Thus, future
efforts at improving life-predictive capability should be. accompanied by
continued development of constitutive equations and the supporting
material property data.
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C
Finally, the current philosophy of designing against crack initiation

should be critically reviewed. Realistically speaking, all failures involve
both crack initiation and propagation. However, what designers commonly
designate as "crack initiation life" usually includes a substantial portion
of the crack growth period. Crack nucleation life in a practical situation
may be accelerated or even bypassed in the presence of such discontinuities
as surface scratches, inclusions, etc. Thus, a more realistic design
philosophy would be to ignore crack nucleation and evaluate cyclic life on
the basis of crack growth. The key unknown then becomes what initial crack
size to use. The larger the assumed initial crack size, the more con-
servative will be the design. However, for economic reasons it may be
necessary to design structures with the assumption of a very small initial
crack size (10-100 urn), and to set up an inspection interval for the
structure on the basis of the smallest detectable flaw. Since fatigue
cracks will usually initiate from stress concentration areas where cyclic
plasticity (and creep) may occur, data on the growth of small cracks in
the presence of cyclic plasticity should be of considerable interest to
designers. While growth of a preexisting crack is one possible failure
mode, designers should also guard against possible failure by the growth
of defects (such as wedge cracks) created by the loading itself.
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Appendix — An Interim Time Dependent Fatigue Design Procedure for
2 1/4 Cr-lMo Steel

The results of this report make it clear that a final understanding

of the time-dependent fatigue behavior of 2 1/4 Cr-1 Mo steel awaits the

availability of a significant amount of new information and test data.

However, the results obtained above do indicate certain trends that can be

used to construct an interim design procedure for use with this material

within the framework of current ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Code

Case N-47 rules for elevated-temperature nuclear construction. The

following discussion describes our efforts to develop such a procedure.



The basic assumption of our method is that we can uue linear damage

tion with D - 1 to describe ihe effects involved. Thus, we assume

&e + IltHf - 1 (1)

or, selving for

(2)

where De is the total creep damage in a given test, and // is the experi-

' mentally observed number of cycles to failure. Note that this method is

similar to using a variable D damage diagram (as we have done in the past),

except that we are now adjusting a different tern in th« same equation.

At temperatures in the range 371 to 427CC (70O-800°F) we effect this

adjustment simply by basing Nf on a fatigue curve from a ;'.ow-carbon heat

of material, since we believe the required reduction here nay be due to-

strain aging decreased by depletion of carbon from the matrix. Figure A-l

shows that this assumption is consistent with available hold-time data.
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Fig. A-l. Coaparison of continuous-cycling fatigue dat,a for a
low-carbon (0.026 wt %) heat with hold-time data for si.mdard carbon heats
«t 371 and 427°C.



(In fact, use of the low-carbon data at all is done merely to aid in Inter-

polation and extrapolation of the curve for different strain ranges.)

The adjustment in t/f at higher temperatures (482—538°C or 900-1000T)

is more complicated, because here the effect of hold periods on the

required Nf depends on the duration of the hold period, or, alternatively,

on the test frequency. Figures A-2 and A-3 relate «f [from Eq. (2)] to

frequency. Note that extrapolation of these curves to continuous cycling

frequencies yields results sirailar to those from the above low-carbon

heat, lending some additional credence to the use of those data for the

427°C curve.

Figure A-4 displays the results of the above adjustment in terms

of a damage diagram, while Fig. A-5 does the same in terms of back-

prediction of the lives of the tests (all peak-strain hold) used to

establish the adjustments. (The data cluster about D « 1 in Fig. A-4

because D was set equal to one by definition above.)
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Fig. A-2. Effect of frequency on adjusted fatigue life at 538'C.
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One can next assume a design life and convert the curves in

Figs. A-2 and A-3 to fatigue curves. This conversion requires the

following steps.

1. Choose a pcint (.NQ,VO) o n t^ e lines in Figs. A-2 and A-3 for •

a given temperature and strain range. For convenience, VQ »

continuous cycling (e = 4 x 10~3/s) frequency for low strain

range, break point coordinates for high strain range.

2. Slope of lines - 0.16, so,

log Np - log Nf

°*16 l o g v o - l o g v * C 3 )

3. Let v • Nf/tj), where tj) is design life.

4. Solve for Nf to yield

„ . -0.19w1.19 -0.19 ,.*

This equation is based on an estimate of frequency for the time-dependent

test as fff/lOO.OOO, which is only an approximation. (The true frequency

will be ff/100,000, but N is not known at this point. Our calculations

show that this assumption overestimates N at most only 5%.)

Equation (4) can be used to determine (.Nf,Ae^) pairs to be plotted

as in Figs. A-6 and A-7 for a 100,000-h life. Graphical smoothing of

these points results in a fatigue curve, which can then be adjusted by the

safety factors of 2 on strain range and 20 on cycles to yield a design

curve, as in Fig. A-8. Figure A-8 also compares these curves with the

continuous cycling fatigue design curves developed previously.' An

additional Poisson's ratio correction* then results in a final set of

design curves, as shown in Fig. A-9.

Curves for other lives can of course also be developed from Eq. (4).

(Note that a curve for a different life will simply be displaced from

the 100,000-h life curve by a constant factor, as listed in Table A-l.)

Figures A-10 and A-ll illustrate curves for lines of 10,000 and 300,000 h,

obtained simply by applying the factors in Table 6.9 to the curves in

Fig. A-9.
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Table A-l. Adjusted fatigue life factors
as a function of design life

Design Life
(h)

1,000

3,000

10,000

30,000

100,000

300,000

t-0.19<*

0.269

0.218

0.174

0.141

0.112

0.091

Factor**

2.40

1.95

1.55

1.26

1.00

0.81

atD - Design life.

^Factor - (t5°*19)/(100,000"°*19).
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Fig. A-10. Fatigue design curves for a 10,000-h design life,
corrected for elastic Poisson's ratio.
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Fig. A-ll. Fatigue design curves for a 300,000-h design life,
corrected for elastic Poisson's ratio.

This method has several advantages, which are listed below.

1. The method is consistent with available data, yet it requires no

changes in the current Code Case N-47 approach for implementation.

2. The method addresses controlling phenomena (metallurgical,

environmental) more directly than does modifying D.

3. Since the frequency correction includes no saturation effects,

long-term extrapolation is likely to be conservative, provided the method

remains applicable in that range.

Disadvantages and uncertainties include the following:

1. The method is specifically designed to allow implementation of

linear damage, yet linear damage does not appear conceptually consistent

with material behavior.

2. All "corrections" for metallurgical and environmental effects are

applied to fatigue damage, none to creep damage, because the available

tests display too little creep damage to allow the effects te be

quantified. In a sense, the method "ignores" creep damage — yet creep

damage may dominate in a design situation.

3. The method is empirical and has no physical basis. For example,

It can describe only strain hold tests because of the inconsistency of the



crreep damage term with stress hold data. (It is, however, conservative for

stress hold tests.) In other words, the method does not address waveforms

other than holds at peak cocipresslve strain, although this particular

waveform is felt to be especially deleterious to life, so the results

should be conservative for other waveforms.

4. Long-term service may actuate effects not addressed by tha method

(lntergranular failure, long-term thermal aging effects, etc.).

In summary, we have some serious reservations about the applicability

of this method, but it appears to be the best we have at the present time.

The method was submitted to and adopted by the ASME Working Group on

Creep-Fatigue and Subgroup on Elevated-Temperature Design during their

January 1981 meetings, except that the "smoothing" of the cusps generated

by application of safety factors (Figs. A-6 and A-7) was deleted. That

is, the cusps were left in the design curves, as shown in Fig. A-12.
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CURVES APPLY FOR TEMPERATURES
NOT EXCEEDING THOSE SHOWN

_L
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Fig. A-12. Fatigue design curves for a 100,000-h design life without
smoothing of the cusp generated in application of safety factors.
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Appendix I I : DOE Test Programs — Fatigue and Creep-Fatigue of

2l/4Cr-lMo Steel



_FA T IGUE_TE STS_ Of
2 174CR-1MO STEEL

REFERENCE DATA IN AIR

MATERIAL

21/4CP1M0
21/4CR1MC
21MOUM0
. /4CR1M0
21/4CRIM0
21/4CRIM0
21/4CR1M0
21/4CR1M0
21 /4CRIM0
21/4CR1M0
21/4CR1M0
21/4CR1M0
21/4CR1M0
21/4CR1M0
21/4CP1M0
21/4CR1M0
2U4CR1M0
21/4CR1M0
21/4CR1H0
21/4CR1MO
21/4CR1M0
21/4CP.1M0
TOTALS FOR

21/4CR1M0
21/4CRIMO

HEAT
TREATMENT

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A*AGE
A+AGE
A+PWHT
A*PWHT
A+PWHT
A*PWHT
A*PWHT*AGE
NT
NT
NT
NT

21/4CP1M0

WELD
WELO

AW+PWHT
AW+PWHT

• TEST
MODE

CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CCL
CCL
CCL
CCL
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CCL
CCL

CC
CC

TE' IP.
(Cl

24
316
371
4 2 7
432
538
593
316
3 7 1
427
482
482
538
454
510
538
566
538
3 7 1
482
371
482

454
510

NUMBER
OF LOTS

2
2
4
1
4
4
1
1
2
I
2
1
I
1

2
1
2
2
2
2
2

1
1

ESTIMATED TEST
DURATION

(CYC)
• 70E«-03-.67E*07
• 15E4-04-.35E+07
.95E+03-.50E+06
,80E*03-.28E*07
.90E*03-.90E»06
.0E«-O0-.2lE*O7

.42E*04-.17E*05

.47E*04-.22E*-06

.50E + 06-. 50E«-06

.50E+06-.50E+06

.20E+05-.2OE+O5

.20E*05-.20E»-05

.50E*03-.30E*05

.50E*03-.30E+05

.50E*Q3-.30E*05
.0E*00- .OE*00

.10E+04-.50E*06

.10E+04-.50E+06
,50E*06-.10E*09

.50E*03-.30E»-05

.50E+03-.30E+05

TESTS
PLANNED

22
11
30
11
18
41

3
8

12
10
12

1
1

10
10
24
10
12

8
8

12
12

286

5
5

TESTS
COMPLETED

22
11
22
11
16
35

3
8
0

10
0
0
0
0
0

16
0
8
0
0
0
0

162

0
0

* CC'CONTINUOUS CYCLING-STRAIN CONTROLLED
CCL=CONTINUOUS CYCLING-LOAO CONTROLLED;
EXP=EXPLORATORY



FATIGUE TESTS OF
2 1/4CR-1M0 STEEL

REFERENCE DATA IN AIR

HEAT
TREATMENT

AW*PWHT
0 WELD

•TEST
MODE

CC

TEMP.
(C)

566

NUMBER
OF LOTS

1

ESTIMATEO TEST
DURATION

CCYCJ
50E*03- .30E*O5

TESTS
PLANNED

5
15

TESTS
COM^LETEO

0
0

MATERIAL

21MCPIM0 MELD
TOTALS FOR 21MCR1M0 WELD

TOTALS:
TOTAL TESTS PL ANN£0:301
TOTAL TESTS COMPLETED: 16?
TOTAL TESTS TO BE RUN: 139
PERCENTAGE OF TESTS COMPLETED: 5 3 . 8

• COC0NT1NU0US CYCLING-STRAIN CONTROLLED
CCL-CONTINUOUS CYCLING-LOAD CONTROLLED?
EXP«EXPLORATORY



MATERIAL

21/4CR1M0
21/4CR1M0
21/4CRIM0
21/4CRIM0
21V4CR1M0
n/4CRiM0

HEAT
TREATMENT

A«-NA EXP
A*NA EXP
A*NA EXP
A+PWHT+NA
A*PWHT»NA
A+PWHT+NA

TOTALS FCR 21/4CR1M0

21/4CR1MO WELD
21/4CRIMO WELD
21/4CR1M0 WELD

AW*PWHT*NA
AW+PWHT+NA
AW+PWHT+NA

TOTALS FCR 21/4CR1MO WELO

*TEST
MODE

CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC

CC
CC
CC

FATIGUE TESTS OF
2 1/4CR-1M0 STEEL

PRE-EXPOSED TO

TEMP.
fCI

482
538
593
454
510
566

454
510
566

NUMBER
OF LOTS

i •

1
\ #
2
2
2

1
1
I

SODIUM

ESTIMATED TEST
DURATION

CCYCt
30E*04-.10E*0&
20E*04-.80E*05
20E*04—•T0E*05
50E*O3-.30E*O5
50E+03- .30t*05
50E*03- .30E*05

50E*03- .30E*05
5OE*O3-.3OE*O5
50E*.03-.30E*05

TESTS
PLANNED

4
5
5

20
20
21
75

10
10
10
30

TESTS
COMPLETED

4
5
5
0
0
0

14

0
0
0
0

CC*CONTINUOUS CYCLING-STRAIN CONTROLLED
CCL=CONTINUOUS CYCLING-LOAD <"ONTRnLLED:
EXP=EXPLORVTORY



FATIGUE TESTS OF
2 1/4CR-1M0L.STEEL

TESTEO IN SODIUM

MATERIAL

21/4CR1M0
21/4CR1M0
21MCR1M0
21/4CRIM0
21/4CR1MO
21/4CRiMn
21/4CR1M0
21/4CP1M0
21/4CRIM0
TOTALS FOR 21

HEAT
TREATMENT

A
A
A
A»AGE
A + AGE
A+AGE
A*NA EXP
A»-NA EXP
A*NA EXP

/4CR1MQ

*TEST
MODE

CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC

TEMP.
<C1

482
538
593
482
538
593
482
538
593

NUMBER
OF LOTS

2 '
3
2
i

{
I
I
1
1

ESTIMATEO TEST
DURATION

(CYCJ
,50E*04- .15E*06
.50E«-04-.15E+06
•50E+04-.15E+06
.40E+04-.10E+06
.40E*04- .10E*06
.4CE»04- . i0E*06
.20E*04- .10E*06
.20E+04-.10E+06
.20E*04-.1OE+06

TESTS
PLANNEO

10
13
10

5
5
4

10
9
9

75

TESTS
COMPLETED

6
9
6
5
5
4

10
9
9

63

TOTALS J
TOTAL TESTS PLANNEO:180
TOTAL TESTS COMPLETED: 7 7
TOTAL TESTS TO BE PUN: 103
PERCENTAGE OF TESTS COMPLETED: 4 2 . 8

* CC-CONTINUOUS CYCLING-STRAIN CONTROLLED
CCL«CONTINUOUS CYCLING-LOAD CONTROLLED;
EXP*EXPL0RATORY



_CPEEP FATIGUE_TESTS_0F
2 1/4CR-1M0 STEEL

REFERENCE DATA IN AI«

MATERIAL

21/4CR1M0

21/4CR1M0

21/4CR1MQ

21/4CIMQ

21/*CR1MO

21/4CR1W0

21^<fCRlM0

21/4CR1MQ

21/4CR!M0

HEAT
TREATMENT

A*PWHT

A+PWHT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT+AGE

*TEST
MODE

PEH

PEH

EXP

EXP

PEH

PEH

PEH

PEH

PEH

EXP

TEMP.
(Ct

510

566

482

538

371

NUMBER
OF LOTS

2

2

1

1

1

538

593

482

2

2

RANGE OF
CYCLIC
LIVES**
(CYC)
.OOE+00-
,00E*00
.OOE+00-
.OOE+00

.300E+04-

.100E+05

.300E+04-

.100E*05
, 6 0 0 E * 0 3 -

RANGE OF
TEST
TIMES
(H)

.300E+03-

.500E+04

.300E+03-

, 6 0 0 E * 0 3 -
,150E*05
.500E+03-
.400E+05
.500E*03 -
.150E+05
.^OOE+03-
.100E*05
.800E+04-
.150Ef05

TOTALS FOR 21MOUM0
TOTALS:

TOTAL TESTS PL<WNED:240
TOTAL TESTS COMPLETED: 132
TOTAL TESTS TO BE RUN: 108
PERCENTAGE OF TESTS_COMj>LETEDS_ 55 .0

*F.XP=EXPLbRATORY; FS=FAST-SLOW; PEH=PEAK STRAIN HOLD;
PSH=PEAK STRESS HOLO; SF=SLOW FAST

.300E*03-

.1OOE*O4

.300E+03-

.100E+04
6.00E+00-
.150E+03
6.00E+00-
.150E*04
5.00E+00-
.300E+04
5.00E*00-
•300E+04
4.00E+00-
• 800E+03
.150E*03-
.850E + 04

TESTS
PLANNED

12

12

8

8

7

10

51

9

10

5

240

TESTS
COMPLETED

12

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

132

• * .OOE+00 INDICATES DATA NOT AVAILABLE.



CREEP FATIGUE TESTS OF
2 1/4CR-1M0 STEEL

REFERENCE DATA I N AIR

MATERIAL

21/4CR1MO

21/4CR1M0

21/4CR1M0

2I/4CR1M0

21/4CR1M0

21/4CR1M0

21/4CR1M0

21/4CR1MC

21/4CRIM0

21/4CPIM0

21/4CTUM0

21/4CP1M0

HEAT
TREATMENT

A

A

A

A

A

A

A*AGE

A* AGE

A*AGE

A+AGE

A+PWHT

A*PWHT

* T E S T
MODE

EXP

EXP

PEH

PFH

PEH

PEH

EXP

EXP

PEH

PFH

PEH

PEH

TEMP.
<C«

482

538

3 7 1

427

482

538

482

538

482

538

234

454

NUMBER
OF LOTS

1

I

I

2

2

2

1

r

1

I

1

2

RANGE OF
CYCLIC"
LIVES**
(CYCl

.5O0E+04-

.15OE+O5

.500E*04-

.150E+05

. 2 7 0 E * 0 4 -
,165E*O5
.240E»04-
.290E+05
.600E«-03-
,650E»06
. 5 5 0 E * 0 3 -
,930E*05
.1OOE*O5-
.15OE*O5
•IO0E+05-
.150E+05
.500E+04-
,150E*05
.500E+04-
.15OE*O5

,OOE*OO-
• 00E4-00
.OOE+OO-
•OOE+OO

RANGE OF
TEST
TIMES
(H)

.500E+03-

.15OE+05

.100E+04-

.150E*05

.165E+03-

.270E+03

.250E*02 -

.200E*04

.75OE+O2-

.15OE*O5
7.5OE^OO-
.150E+O5
.550E+03-
.IO5E*O5
.55OE+O3-
.IO5E+O5
.500E+03-
.150E*04
.500E+03-
.150E*04
.100E+04-
•100E*04
.50OE+O2-
.50OE+O4

TESTS
PLANNED

7

7

2

10

43

40

8

8

2

2

1

16

TESTS
COMPLETED

7

7

2

5

38

27

0

i

2

2

1

16

*EXP«E:XPL0RATORY; FS=FAST-SLOW; PEH=PEAK STRAIN HOLD;
PSH=PEAK STRESS HOLD: SF=SLOW FAST

• * .OOE+00 INOICATES DATA MOT AVAILABLE.



MATERIAL

21/4CR1M0

21/4CRl»<<0

21/4CR1M0

2lf4CPlM0

2V4CR1M0

21/4CR1M0

21/4CRIM0

2l/4Cfc!.*O

21/4CR1MO

21/4CR1MC

21/4CR1MC

21/4CR1MQ .

HEAT
TREATMENT

A

A

A

A+AGE

A+AGE

A* AGE

A+NA EXP

A«-NA EXP

A*NA EXP

A*NA EXP

A*NA EXP

A+NA EXP

TCTALS FOR 21/4CR1M0

*TEST
MODE

FS

PEH

SF

FS

PFH

SF

FS

PEH

PEH

PEH

SF

SF

CREEP FATIGUE TESTS OF
2 I M C R - 1 M 0 STEEL
TESTED IN SODIUM

TEMP.
( C l

538

593

538

482

593

482

538

482

538

593

538

593

NUMBER
OF LOTS

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

RANGE OF
CYCLIC
LIVES

tCYCI
. 6 0 0 E * 0 4 -
.600E+04
.100E+04-
.500E»04
• 4 0 0 E * 0 4 -
,100E«-05
, 6 0 0 E * 0 4 -
.2O0E*05
.800E+03-
•600E+04
.500E+04-
,200E*05
.700E+04-
,150E»05
. 3 0 0 E * 0 4 -
,iOOE«-O5
.200E+04-
,9OOE*O4
.800E+03-
.600E+04
.400E+04-
.100E*05
.130E+04-
.500E+04

RANGE OF
TEST
TIMES
i ti t
Inl

,400E«-03-
.400E*03
, 9 0 0 E * 0 2 -
,450E*03
.300E»03-
.400E+03
.400E+03-
.700E*03
.600E+02-
.500E+03
•400E+03-
.700E+03
. 4 0 0 E * 0 3 -
,60OE»03
.15OE*O3-
,800E*03
.15OE+03-
.80OE+03
. 6 0 0 E * 0 2 -
.500E+03
.260E+03-
.35OE*03
. 1 0 J E * 0 3 -
.200E+03

TESTS
PLANNED

I

2

3

2

6

2

2

6

6

6

2

3

122

TESTS
COMPLETED

I

0

3

2

0

2

2

0

0

2

3

15

•6XP=EXPLORATORY; FS=FAST~SLOW: PEH=PEAK STRAIN HOLD?
PSH=PEAK STRESS HOLD; SF=SLOW FAST



MATERIAL

21/4CRIM0

21A4CR1M0

CPEEP FATIGUE TESTS OP
2 1/ACR-1MD_STEEJL_

PRE-F.XPOSED TO SODIUM

*TEST__ TEMP.
MODE

HEAT
TREATMENT'

PEH 17

PEH 454

A+PWHT+NA PEH 510

A+PWHT+NA PEH 566

TOTALS:
TOi'AL TESTS PLANNED:122
TOTAL TESTS COMPLETED: 15
TOTAL TESTS TO SE RUN: 107
PERCENTAGE OF TESTS COMPLETED: 1 2 , 3

NUMBER
OF LOTS

1

2

2

2

RANGE OF
CYCLIC
LIVES
(CYCI
.OOE+00-
.OOE+00
,O0E*O0-
.OOE+00
.OOE+00-
.OOE+00
,00E*00-
,OOE*OQ

RANGE OF
TEST
TIMES
(HI

.300E+03-

.300E+03

.500E*02-

.500E+04

.300E+03-
•500E+04
.300E*03-
500E*0A

TESTS
PLANNED

1

32

23

25

TESTS
COMPLETED

0

0

0

3

•EXP*EXPLORATO*Y; FS=FAST-SLOW; PEH=PEAK STRAIN HOLD;
PSH-PEAK STRESS HOLO; SF=SLOW FAST


